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HILLCON GROUP (HILL) COOPERATES WITH SAP INDONESIA FOR DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION WITH TMS CONSULTING 

 
Jakarta, PT Hillcon Tbk. (HILL), a public company engaged in the construction and mining sectors 
through its subsidiaries, is collaborating with SAP Indonesia and TMS Consulting to carry out 
integrated digital transformation in its business processes. That way, it is hoped that this 
collaboration will increase efficiency, and the Good Corporate Governance of HILLCON's business 
will get better in the future. 
 
In this collaboration, the implementation of the 'RISE with SAP S/4HANA Mining Package on 
Cloud4C' solution is chosen by HILLCON with TMS Consulting as the implementer. Hillcon and TMS 
Consulting also held a kick off meeting on June 19 2023 which also attended by Head of Mid 
market SAP Indonesia Anastasia Siada. 
 
Chief Commercial Officer of TMS Consulting Albert Juanda said that the collaboration between 
TMS Consulting and HILLCON included license purchasing and implementing and supporting RISE 
with SAP S/4 HANA Mining Package on Cloud4C technology. 
 
" We will apply our knowledge and expertise in order to be able to implement this technology to 
the fullest for our client, HILLCON," he stated. 
 
This collaboration between HILLCON and TMS Consulting will last for a long time. Later on, all of 
HILLCON subsidiaries will implement RISE technology with SAP S/4 HANA Mining Package on 
Cloud4C. Within the short term, HILLCON will first implement it in one of its subsidiaries, namely 
PT. Hillconjaya Sakti who engaged in the mining contractor sector along with several other 
subsidiaries. The process of implementing this technology will take approximately 6 months plus 
an extra 1 month of support from SAP Indonesia, with TMS Consulting as the implementer. 
 
Hillcon hopes that the SAP system implemented by TMS Consulting can be the answer to the 
challenges of the company's progress in terms of managing company data, in order to increase 
the level of integration and even higher standardization in order to produce quality financial 
reports. 
 
Stanley Qiu, Director of Technology at PT HILLCON Tbk, said that HILLCON chose TMS Consulting 
because of TMS' extensive expertise and experience in providing information technology services 
in the mining industry. 
 



 

"We believe that through the implementation of SAP ERP technology solutions with the help of 
TMS, HILLCON will be able to go further and innovating, in continuously increasing the efficiency 
of operational systems. Moreover, TMS has experience within the mining sector," he stated.  
 

According to Jaya Angdika as Investment Director of PT HILLCON Tbk, HILLCON is targeting to 

improve its financial performance in 2023. For this reason, HILLCON is focused on increasing 

operational efficiency to increase profitability, and will continue to play a role in creating new 

jobs in the future. 
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